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Editorial 

We would like to wholeheartedly thank our honorable Chairman, 

Lion.Dr.K.S.Rangasamy and vice chairman Mr.R.Srinivasan, 

and Principal Dr.M.Venkatesan for their continuous 

encouragement and constant support for bringing out the 

magazine. We profoundly thank our Head of the Department 

Dr.P.MeenakshiDevi for encouraging and motivating us to lead 

the magazine a successful one right from the beginning. 

DIGITIMES serves as a platform for updating and enhancing 

upcoming technologies in Information Technology. We are also 

grateful to all the contributors and faculty coordinator to bring 

this magazine.  

By, 

 Editorial Board 
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Introduction: 

                 The bitcoin blockchain is a public ledger that records 

bitcoin transactions. It is implemented as a chain of blocks, each 

block containing a hash of the previous block up to the genesis 

block[d] of the chain. A network of communicating nodes running 

bitcoin software maintains the blockchain. Transactions of the 

form payer X sends Y bitcoins to payee Z are broadcast to this 

network using readily available software applications. 

Transactions:  

               Transactions are defined using a Forth-like scripting 

language. Transactions consist of one or more inputs and one or 

more outputs. When a user sends bitcoins, the user designates each 

address and the amount of bitcoin being sent to that address in an 

output. To prevent double spending, each input must refer to a 

previous unspent output in the blockchain. The use of multiple inputs 

corresponds to the use of multiple coins in a cash transaction.  

BLOCKCHAIN 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ledger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin#cite_note-87
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadcasting_(networking)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forth_(programming_language)
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Mining: 

          The proof-of-work system, alongside the chaining of blocks, 

makes modifications of the blockchain extremely hard, as an attacker 

must modify all subsequent blocks in order for the modifications of 

one block to be accepted. 

 

Ownership: 

             If the private key is lost, the bitcoin network will not 

recognize any other evidence of ownership;[36] the coins are then 

unusable, and effectively lost. For example, in 2013 one user claimed 

to have lost 7,500 bitcoins, worth $7.5 million at the time, when he 

accidentally discarded a hard drive containing his private key. 

                                                    BY  

     

SRINIVASAN S II Year/IT 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin#cite_note-JEP-41
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 Cryptographically Secured Hash Function 

 Collision Free 

 Information Hiding 

 Puzzle Friendly 
 

• Hash Pointers and Data Structures 

 Hashchain 

 Hash Tree – Merkle Tree 

• A digital code, which can be included with an 
electronically transmitted document to verify. 

 The content of the document is authenticated 

 The identity of the sender 

• Only the signing authority can sign a document, but 
everyone can verify the signature. 

 
 Signature is associated with the particular document 

 

BASIC CRYPTO PRIMITIVES 
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 Also known as asymmetrical 
cryptography or 
asymmetric key 

cryptography 

 
 Key: A parameter that determines the 

functional output of a cryptography algorithm 
 

 Named over (Ron) Rivest – (Adi) Shamir – (Leonard) 
Adleman – inventors of the public key cryptosystem 

 

• The encryption key is public and decryption key is kept secret 
(private key) 

– Anyone can encrypt the data 

– Only the intended receiver can decrypt the data 
 

• Four phases 

– Key generation 

– Key distribution 

– Encryption 

               

                                                                 

BY  

     SATHIYA MOOTRHI SR II Year/IT 
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                       It works with Blocks, where as spreadsheet works with 

“rows” and “columns”. A block in a blockchain is a collection of 

data. ... Blockchain is a distributed ledger, which simply means that a 

ledger is spread across the network among all peers in the network, 

and each peer holds a copy of the complete ledger. 

                             A blockchain is simply a chain of blocks that 

contains information. Each block has a cryptographic hash of the 

previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data.Although the 

design is simple, it is this design that makes Blockchain invulnerable 

to data tampering. 

                                 Blockchain technology is an open distributed 

ledger that can record transactions of two parties securely and 

efficiently complex mathematical problems in order to validate new 

blocks.                          

 

BLOCKCHAIN WORKING 
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Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be updated 

retroactively without changing all subsequent blocks, which requires 

the confirmation of the majority in the network. This is the main 

reason why blockchain technology is secure and not susceptible to 

hacking. 

 

                                                                           

  BY  

     

 DHILIP P II Year/IT 
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Blockchain is a distributed ledger. The miners are going to add new 

blocks to this ledger by creating proof of work. The POW is the way 

to verify and approve a set of transactions. Once a new block is 

mined, it will be updated or added in the chain. 

Blockchain as such is a decentralized database and stores all the 

blocks of the transactions. It is not a software which needs to be 

patched. 

In the public blockchain such as Bitcoin Blockchain, anybody can 

participate in mining.. 

 

MAINTAINING THE BLOCKCHAIN-NETWORK AND 

NODES 
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There are many inherently mis-represented and idealistic assumptions 

often proposed by Bitcoin and blockchain enthusiasts that have 

nothing to do with the technical design of the system. 

One of the silliest is the notion that all blockchain systems need 
“miners” who are compensated or else they don’t work.

 

Nearly every single web based system that you use right now involve 
distributed computing nodes doing work that does not need 
compensation. 

                                                                             BY  

     

DHILIP P II Year/IT 
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A syndicate of banks must work to underwrite the deal and attract 

investors. The stock exchanges list company shares for secondary 

market to function securely with trades settling and clearing in a 

timely manner. It is now theoretically possible for companies to 

directly issue the shares via the blockchain. These shares can then be 

purchased and sold in a secondary market that sits on top of the 

blockchain. NASDAQ Private Equity: NASDAQ launched its Private 

Equity Exchange in 20146 . This is meant to provide the key 
functionalities like Cap table and investor relationship management 

for the the pre-IPO or private companies involvement of multiple 3rd 

parties. NASDAQ has joined hands with a San Francisco based 

Startup called chain.com7 to implement private equity exchange on 

top of BlockChain.. 

 

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION 
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. This is meant to provide the key functionalities like Cap table and 

investor relationship management for the the pre-IPO or private 

companies involvement of multiple 3rd parties.  

NASDAQ has joined hands with a San Francisco based Startup called 

chain.com7 to implement private equity exchange on top of 

BlockChain.. 

 

Blockchain for the Internet of Things (IoT) 

  Blockchain technology provides scalability,  

   privacy, and reliability in the Internet-of-Things 

 

                                                                       

 

                                                                           BY  

     

HARIHARAN S II Year/IT 
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   “Simply, blockchain is a digital record of transactions”.A global 

network of computer uses blockchaintechnology to jointly manage 

the database that records Bitcoin transactions.  

That is, bitcoin is managed by its network, and not anyone central 

authority. A blockchain is a database with user distributed validation. 

 Blockchain technology allows finances to be transferred     

wherever in the world securely, inexpensively, and in a 

substance of minutes. 

 The Blockchain technology is though very flexible and 

advanced, with the ability to correct into any business 

models and providing resolutions to accessible problems. 

 The Blockchain applies Proof-of-Work algorithm to 

validate process. all user have to develop a POW. 

 Bitcoin transactions are stored and transferred via a 

distributed ledger on a peer-to-peer network that is open, 

public and unidentified. 

 Bitcoin hub on lowering the cost of influencers and 

reduces the time of transactions but is fewer flexible. 

BLOCKCHAIN VS BITCOIN 
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 When Bitcoin users want to turn their Bitcoin’s into fiat 

money, they can use cryptocurrency exchanges to deal 

them for fiat currency or other Cryptocurrencies.                      

 

Bitcoin transactions are stored and transferred using a distributed 

ledger on a peer-to-peer network that is open, public and anonymous. 

Blockchain is the underpinning technology that maintains the Bitcoin 

transaction ledger.  

 

                                                                             BY 

PRIYADHARSINI M II Year/IT 
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A distributed system involves a set of distinct processes. 

A) Concurrency: 

             The processes in the system operate concurrently, meaning 
multiple events occur simultaneously. In other words, each computer 
in the network executes events independently at the same time as other 
computers in the network. 

 Crash-fail: The component stops working without warning 
(e.g., the computer crashes). 

  
 

DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS 
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Omission:  

The component sends a message but it is not received by the other 

nodes Byzantine. The component behaves arbitrarily. This type of 

fault is irrelevant in controlled environmentswhere t here is 

presumably no malicious behavior .  

 

 

                                    

BY 

SIRINIVASAN S II Year/IT 
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 BITCOIN BASICS I 

 “A decentralized digital currency enables instant 
payments to anyone, anywhere in the world” – 
en.bitcoin.it 

 

 No central authority, uses peer-to-peer technology 
 

 Two broad operations 

 Transaction Management – transfer 
of bitcoins from one user to another 

 Money Issuance – regulate the monetary base 

Controlled Supply: Must be limited for the currency to have 

value – any maliciously generated currency needs to be 
rejected by the network 

 Bitcoins are generated during the mining – each time a 

user discovers a new block 

 Alice wish to transfer some bitcoin to Bob. 

 Alice can sign a transaction with her private key 

 Anyone 

CONSENSUS IN BITCOIN 
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 Details about the transaction are sent and forwarded to 

all or as many other computers as possible. 

 Use Blockchain – a constantly growing chain of 

blocks that contain a record of all transactions. 

 A programming language to validate bitcoin 

transactions. 

 A list of instructions recorded with each transaction 

 Describes how the next person can gain access to 
the bitcoins, if that person wants to spend them 

 

 FORTH-like language, stack based and processed left to write 
 

 A stacked based computer programming language originally 
designed by Charles Moore. 

 A procedural programming language without type 
checking. 

 Use a stack for recursive subroutine execution. 

 

                                                          BY 

SATHIYA MOOTRHI SR II Year/IT 
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BITCOIN BASICS II 

Bitcoin indeed transfers scripts 
instead of the signature and 
the public key 

• Simple, compact, stack-based and processed left to right 

 FORTH like language 

 

• Not Turing Complete (no loops) 

 Halting problem is not there 

 

• With every transaction Alice must provide 

 A public key that, when hashed, yields the 

address of Alice embedded in the script. 

 A signature to provide ownership of the 

private key corresponding to the public key 

of Alice. 

 

• Total 256 opcodes (15 disabled, 75 reserved) 

 Arithmetic operations 

PERMISSIONED BLOCKCHAIN 

(BASICS AND CONSENSUS) 
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 if-then conditions 

 Logical operators 

 Data handling (like OP_DUP) 

 Cryptographic operations 

• Hash functions 

• Signature verification 

• Multi-signature verification 

• Provably un-spendable or prunable outputs 

scriptPubKey: OP_RETURN {zero or more ops} 

• Anyone-can-spend outputs 

Freezing funds until a time in the future 

scriptPubKey: <expiry_time> OP_CHECKLOCKTIMEVERIFY 

OP_DROP OP_DUP OP_HASH160 <pubKeyHash> 
OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG 

scriptSig: <sig> <pubKey> 

                                                         BY 

                SATHIYA MOOTRHI SR II Year/IT 
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A blockchain is a network. A network is a group or system of 

connected people or things. The computers or devices on the network, 

known as nodes, make up a blockchain network. 

The networks we use today are centralized. This means that they have 

a central point, where all information flows in and out from. 

 One of the reasons that this is not good is because whoever controls 

this central point has full control over network data and users. 

 

 

 

          PERMISSIONED BLOCKCHAIN 
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Mining Made Easy 

A block being mined means information is being accepted and added 

to a blockchain database. There are different ways to mine, forge and 

safely add information to a blockchain. These methods involve using 

computer programs, called consensus protocols. 

A blockchain network is different from a normal network because it 

does not have one central point that stores and controls information. 

 Instead, the responsibility to look after the network and store 

information is shared by different devices, known as peers, on that 

network.  

This is why a blockchain network is known as a peer-to-peer network, 

shortened to P2P.  

The name comes from the fact that the tasks and responsibilities of 

maintaining the network are continuously shared from peer to peer.  

 

 

 

                                                                                                      BY 

SRINIVASAN S II Year/IT 
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The blockchain technology has pretty much become a household term 

by now. Many people wrongly think that the application 

of Blockchain technology lies only in cryptocurrency. However, as 

we will see shortly, the blockchain technology is far more versatile. 

 In this guide, we are going to look into enterprise blockchains. 
Specifically, we will look into: 

  the blockchain technology. 

 The features of blockchain technology that will solve some 
major enterprise problems. 

 

          BLOCKCHAIN FOR ENTERPRISE 

https://blockgeeks.com/guides/blockchain-applications-real-world/
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 Examples of enterprise blockchains. 

Decentralization:

 

 The most obvious feature that a company would want from 
blockchains  

An average bank spends £40m a year on KYC Compliance. Some 

banks may spend up to £300m. 

 

                                                                     BY 

DHILIP P II Year/IT 
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  These are the core blockchain architecture components: Node - user 

or computer within the blockchain architecture (each has an 

independent copy of the whole blockchain ledger) 

Each blockchain block consists of: 

 certain data. 

 the hash of the block. 

 he hash from the previous block 

The  components of the blockchain technology are  

 Transaction data type 

 Cryptography for identifying accounts and authentication 

and authorization of transactions 

 The blockchain data structure for storing transaction data 

 The consensus algorithm 

 The network logic for message passing and node 

connection 

 

 BLOCKCHAIN COMPONENTS 

CONCEPTS 
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            The major six essential concepts of blockchain  technology 

are 

 Blockchain and Bitcoin are not the same 

 Data stored on blockchain is public 

 On the blockchain, private information is visible to everybody 

 There is only one blockchain 

 Smart Contracts are legal documents 

 Blockchain – a buzzword, nothing more       

                  

                                                 

 

 

BY 

KAVIYA DEVI V II Year/IT 
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Whenever a client needs to initiate a transaction in a blockchain 

network, the client with the application interacts with the blockchain 

using the Hyperledger Fabric SDK. The authentication and the user 

privileges are taken care by the membership services and the 

certificate authority would be assigning a public key and a private key 

to each user in the network. 

The client PROPOSES the transactions to the endorsing peers who in 

turn would capture the read-write sets and validate with the smart 

contract available. This endorsement is called EXECUTION. Once 

the execution is done at the endorsement peer the RESPONSE would 

be sent back to the client with endorsement signatures. All the 

responses would be Asynchronous as there would be multiple 

transactions from multiple peers in the network. The further process 

of the transaction depends on the endorsement policy which is 

decided during the initial setup of the network. Suppose the 

transaction have the required endorsements then it would be 

forwarded for ORDERING the transaction. 

 HYPERLEDGER FABRIC-

TRANSACTION FLOW 
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Once the transaction is submitted to the ordering service, the ordering 

service would order them as ordered set here and then DELIVER to 

all the peers in the network. The ordered set of transactions are called 

blocks. 

 

PEERS:  

Peers are an important component in the Blockchain infrastructure 

and every organization in the Blockchain would have one or more 

peers in the network they are connected with 

                                                                    BY 

MOHANA PRASATH V II Year/IT 
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Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain infrastructure, 

originally contributed by IBM Digital Asset, providing a modular 

architecture with a delineation of roles between the nodes in the 

infrastructure, execution of Smart Contracts (called "chaincode" in 

Fabric) and configurable consensus and membership services.  

A Fabric Network comprises "Peer nodes", which execute chaincode, 

access ledger data, endorse transactions and interface with 

applications. "Orderer nodes" which ensure the consistency of the 

blockchain and deliver the endorsed transactions to the peers of the 

network, and MSP services, generally implemented as a Certificate 

Authority.  

out-of-the-box, and other languages such as Java by installing 

appropriate modules. 

  

Hyperledger Iroha: 

Hyperledger Iroha is being used in the Kingdom of Cambodia to 

create a new payment system alongside the National Bank of 

 HYPERLEDGER FABRIC DETAILS 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IBM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_contract
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Cambodia, and in various other projects across healthcare, finance 

and identity management. 

 

Hyperledger Sawtooth 

Originally contributed by Intel, Sawtooth includes a dynamic 

consensus feature enabling hot swapping consensus algorithms in a 

running network.  

 

                                                                                                                             

BY 

KAVIYA DEVI V  II Year/IT 
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A manages a set of identities within a distributed Fabric network 
Provides identity for : 

 Peers and Orderers 
 Client Application 
 Administrators 

Identities can be issued by: 

 Fabric-CA 
 An external CA 

                   Provides, Authentication, Validation, Signing and 

Issuance.Supports different crypto standards with a pluggable 

interface.A network can include multiple MSPs (typically 1 per 

org).Includes TLS crypto material for encrypted communications. 

                    In addition to ensuring private, auditable transactions, 

ourMembership Service module introduces the concept of enrollment 

and transaction certificates.This innovation ensures that only verified 

owners can create asset tokens, allowing an infinite number of 

transaction certificates to be issued through parent enrollment 

certificates while guaranteeing the private keys of asset tokens can be 

regenerated if lost. 

 FABRIC-MEMBERSHIP AND 

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 
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                   To enable permissioned networks, Hyperledger Fabric 

provides a membership identity service that manages user IDs and 

authenticates all participants on the network. Access control lists 

can be used to provide additional layers of permission through 

authorization of specific network operations.A specific user ID 

could be permitted to invoke a chaincode application, but be 

blocked from deploying new chaincode. 

       

 

 

                                                                               BY 

                                             MOHANA PRASATH V II Year/IT         
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 Hyper ledger Fabric is a permission block chain network that gets 

set by the organizations that intend to set up a consortium. Each 

member organization in the block chain network is responsible to set 

up their peers for participating in the network. 

 Setting Up a Network: 

                     This document covers setting up a network on your local 

machine for various development and testing activities. Unless you 

are intending to contribute to the development of the Hyperledger 

Fabric project, you’ll probably want to follow the more commonly 

used approach below - leveraging published Docker images for the 

various Hyperledger Fabric components, directly. Otherwise, skip 

down to the secondary approach below. 

                                             

HYPERLEDGER FABRIC NETWORK 

SETUP 

https://openblockchain.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Setup/Network-setup/#leveraging-published%20Docker-images
https://openblockchain.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Setup/Network-setup/#building-your-own-images
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                       This approach simply leverages the Docker images that 

the Hyperledger Fabric project publishes to DockerHub and either 

Docker commands or Docker Compose descriptions of the network 

one wishes to create. 

 

                                               

Terminologies: 

              Before getting started with this, I’ll explain what exactly are 

channels and chaincodes.      

Channels: 

Channels are the state store of an blockchain network which hold the 

application data generated during the lifecycle of the system. It’s used 

to store information like user data, purchase data, order data, invoices 

and more. In a Fabric network there can be multiple channels to 

provide privacy and security to the parties involved. 

https://hub.docker.com/u/hyperledger/
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Chaincodes: 

Chaincodes are the smart contracts that validate the each transaction 

that execute on the peer node. In a Fabric network chaincodes are the 

business logic to decide on what to be done on some data. Similar to 

channels, chaincodes can also be multiple in a network which helps to 

abstract the functional aspect of the network so that only allowed 

organizations will be able to invoke the chaincode. 

Prerequisites: 

           Before proceeding to the setting up part, please make sure the 

following processes are performed. 

Installing Docker: 

             Hence, running more than one fabric-peer image is not 

advised because you do not want to have multiple processes binding 

to the same port. For most application and chaincode 

development/testing running with a single fabric peer should not be 

an issue unless you are interested in performance and resilience 

testing the fabric’s capabilities, such as consensus   

                                                                         BY 

                                                                     KANNAN P III Year/IT 
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  The IBM Blockchain Platform is a blockchain software-as-a-service 

offering on the IBM Cloud. It's the only fully integrated, enterprise-

ready blockchain platform that's designed to simplify the 

development, governance, and operation of a decentralized, multi-

institution, multi-cloud business network. 

 

A business blockchain network is a decentralized network that uses 

distributed ledger technology (DLT) for the efficient and secure 

transfer of business assets between member organizations in the 

network. 

 

FABRIC DEMO ON IBM BLOCKCHAIN    

CLOUD 
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A business blockchain network is a decentralized network that uses 

distributed ledger technology (DLT) for the efficient and secure 

transfer of business assets between member organizations in the 

network. Assets can be physical or digital, such as vehicles, 

diamonds, fresh produce, or insurance records. A shared, distributed 

ledgerrecords an immutable history of all asset transactions between 

participants in the network, and catalogs the current state (world 

state) of those assets. The business rules that govern transactions are 

agreed upon by members and encapsulated in smart contracts. 

 

Instead of relying on a central authority or trusted intermediary, such 

as a bank or brokerage firm, to validate transactions, members of a 

blockchain network use a consensus mechanism to improve 

transaction processing speed, transparency, and accountability across 

the network. 

A blockchain network for business is collectively owned and operated 

by a group of identifiable and verifiable institutions, such as 

businesses, universities, or hospitals. In such a permissioned network, 

the participants are known to each other, and transactions are 

processed much faster than in a non-permissioned, public network 

like the Bitcoin network.  

 
                                                                         BY 

CHANDRU M  III Year/IT 
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Since the demo of a multi-channel setup (link) on a local host is 

published last December, I keep receiving questions about a multi-

node deployment. This is by all means the most common production 

setup, in which each organization has their own infrastructure setup in 

their own datacenter. 

 

Setup: 

It is a very simple setup. In this fabric network we only have one 

ordered. There are total three organizations, in each of which a peer 

node is configured. For simplicity we take out most of components, 

and only observe the behavior of setting up channels in multiple 

nodes. 

FABRIC DEMO DEPLOY FROM 

SCRATCH 
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Demo steps: 

            The process in this demo follows what we learn from Build 

Your First Network (BYFN). What’s new is to crate four nodes on 

AWS. 

 Bring Up the Four Nodes:           

 Select Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 
 Use t2.small instances  

We will designate the EC2 instances as following 

   Orderer: 

 Node for 1 Org 1 

 Node for 2 Org 2 

 Examine Doc the ker-Compose Files: 

 Another set of important files are the docker compose files, which 

determine what and how nodes are brought up and running fhor te 

setup. 
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Setup Channel  all: 

 my original copy-n-paste automatically converts the double quote that 

the docker command doesn’t recognized. This has been updated. Now 

you can copy and paste directly from this article. 

 make sure you are using the same set of crypto-config files. In my 

work I -config from each node, you will encounter the authentication 

error as those files in each node are not identical. 

                                           

 

                                                                         BY 

JOTHEESWARAN R  III Year/IT 
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Hyperledger Composer is a set of tools that allows various 

business owners, operators, and developers a way to 

create blockchain applications and smart contracts aimed at solving 

business problems and/or improving operational efficiencies.

 

Developing Applications: 

Hyperledger Composer supports creating web, mobile or native 

Node.js applications. It includes the composer-rest-server  (itself 

based on LoopBack technology) to automatically generate a REST 

API for a business network,  

                           

HYPERLEDGER COMPOSER –

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
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Writing a Node.js application: 

Developing Node.js applications to work with Hyperledger 

Composer allows you to programmatically connect to a deployed 

business network, create, read, update and delete assets and 

participants and to submit transactions. 

Writing Web applications: 

Web applications that need to interact with deployed business 

networks should make calls to a REST API. The easiest way to create 

the REST API is to use the composer-rest-server  to dynamically 

generate a REST API from the deployed business network. 

Subscribing to events: 

Applications can subscribe to events from a business network by 

using the composer-client.BusinessNetworkConnection.on  API call.. 

https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/v0.19/applications/node.html
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/v0.19/applications/node.html
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/v0.19/applications/web.html
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/v0.19/applications/web.html
https://hyperledger.github.io/composer/v0.19/applications/subscribing-to-events.html
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 YEOMAN CODE GENERATOR: 

        Yeoman helps you to kickstart new projects, prescribing best 

practices and tools to help you stay productive. 

 

ANGULAR FRAMEWORK: 

   AngularJS is a structural framework for dynamic web apps. It lets 

you use HTML as your template language and lets you extend 

HTML's syntax to express your application's components clearly and 

succinctly. 

                                                                     BY 

HARIPRASATH K  III Year/IT 
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When you deploy a business network, access controls are enforced as 

per the access control rules specified in the business network 

definition. Each business network must have at least one participant, 

and that participant must have a valid identity for accessing the 

business network. Otherwise, client applications cannot interact with 

the business network. 

A business network administrator is a participant who is responsible 

for configuring the business network for their organization  after the 

business network is deployed, and is responsible for on-boarding 

other participants from their organization . Because business 

networks include multiple organizations , there should be multiple 

business network administrators for any given business network. 

 

                                                                     

HYPERLEDGER COMPOSER –

NETWORK ADMINISTRATION 
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   NetworkAdmin, representing a business network administrator is 

provided by Hyper ledger  Composer. This built-in participant type 

does not have any special permissions; they are still subject to the 

access control rules specified in the business network definition. For 

this reason, it is recommended that you start with the following 

sample access control rules that grant business network administrators 

full access to a business network: 

Hyper ledger Fabric peer administrators may not have permission to 

issue new identities using the Hyper ledger Fabric Certificate 

Authority (CA). This may restrict the ability of the business network 

administrator to on-board other participants from their organization. 

For this reason, it may be preferable to create a business network 

administrator that does have permission to issue new identities using 

the Hyper ledger Fabric Certificate Authority (CA). 

If the business network administrator has an enrollment ID and 

enrollment secret, you can use the -A (business network 

administrator) and -S (business network administrator uses 

enrollment secret) flags. 

                                                                             BY 

                                                               GIRINATH S  III Year/IT 
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Now that we have understood the many theoretical aspects of block 

chain technology, it is important that we investigate how it is being 

put to real use. In this chapter, we will focus on the real life 

applications of block chain and how they are disrupting the world as 

we know it. Starting with the most mainstream example of block 

chain use cases, Bit coin, we will move on to see how block chain is 

changing anything from government and finance, to shaping the 

future of Internet of Things and data storage. 

What is Bit coin? 

As it stands, the most popular representation of block chain use cases 

in the world is the crypto currency Bit coin. In its purest form, Bit 

coin mimics mainstream currencies by being a medium of exchange 

or a storage of value. In fact, in most modern monetary systems 

currency is not represented by a physical commodity, but by what is 

commonly known as ‘fiat’ money. Fiat money retains its value by 

being acknowledged by a government or an institution as a legitimate 

source of currency. Where Bit coin differs from central bank-backed 

currency is that it uses the power of the internet as a means to operate 

in a transparent, encrypted and decentralized way. 

BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES 

https://lisk.io/academy/blockchain-basics/what-is-blockchain/history-of-value
https://lisk.io/academy/blockchain-basics/benefits-of-blockchain/blockchain-transparency-explained
https://lisk.io/academy/blockchain-basics/how-does-blockchain-work/blockchain-cryptography-explained
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As Bit coin does not require validation by a government or a bank, 

how does a typical transaction work in this early block chain 

example? Firstly, both parties of such transaction have a public 

key and a private key that provide a digital signature - a proof of 

ownership and a reference point for both the sender and the receiver.  

Applications of Block chain: Beyond Bit coin 

chain in action, it is important to remember that this payment method 

is only the tip of the iceberg in current block chain use cases.. 

  

                                                                             BY 

GIRINATH S   III Year/IT 
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  While cryptocurrencies continue in their efforts to gain regulatory 

approval, enthusiasm for blockchain from big banks and financial 

institutions is gaining momentum.  

                       The recent news that JPMorgan has created the JPM 

Coin, a digital token using blockchain technology enabling 

instantaneous transfer of payments between institutional accounts, 

is just one of many examples that show the potential of blockchain 

as an evolutionary technology in the financial-services sector.  

                       According to International Data Corporation (IDC), 

worldwide investment in blockchain solutions is forecast to reach 

$11.7 billion in 2022. Meanwhile in a recent Deloitte survey of 

over 1,000 senior executives, almost half of respondents said they 

expect their organizations to bring blockchain into production 

within the next year, while over 30% stated that they are already 

operating on blockchain.  

                      In the IDC report, it is notable that it is the financial 

services sector which leads the way with $552 million set to be 

invested in blockchain projects during 2018. By comparison, the 

BLOCKCHAIN IN FINANCIAL 

SERVICE 
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distribution and services sector was forecasted to spend $379 

million on blockchain in 2018. While there is no denying the 

numbers are low, they represent that far from being slow to adopt, 

senior executives in financial services are taking blockchain 

seriously. 

                      Blockchain is a distributed, shared database that holds 

records of transactions. It provides users with full transparency 

because the data and any changes to the data are visible by all 

parties that are allowed acces. The technology has been in existence 

for around a decade, but it is only in the last couple of years that it 

has become less associated with its crypto cousins.  

 

             

BY 

JOTHEESWARAN R  III Year/IT 
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 Almost 15 years ago, in The World is Flat, Thomas Friedman 

popularized the latest wave of globalization as a world of giant 

corporate supply chains that tripled world trade between 1990 and 

2010.  

                  Major corporations such as Apple, Dell, and GE offshored 

manufacturing to low-cost economies; China became the world's 

factory, mass-producing and exporting computers and gadgets to 

Western shoppers.  

                  This paradigm of globalization has dominated global trade 

policy-making and guided hundreds of billions of dollars in business 

investments and development spending for almost three decades.  

 

                         But we are now on the cusp of a new 

era. Revolutionizing World Trade argues that technologies such as 

REVOLUTIONIZING GLOBAL TRADE 
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ecommerce, 3D printing, 5G, the Cloud, blockchain, and artificial 

intelligence are revolutionizing the economics of trade and global 

production, empowering businesses of all sizes to make, move, and 

market products and services worldwide and with greater ease than 

ever before 

 

 

                      This book uses new empirical evidence and policy 

experiences to examine the clash between emerging possibilities in 

world trade and outdated policies and institutions, offering several 

policy recommendations for navigating these obstacles to catalyze 

growth and development around the world. 

                                                                                                                                              BY 

                                                                 CHANDRU M III Year/IT 
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As you may have guessed, your product goes through a lot of 

processes and middlemen. This system of organizations, people, 

activities, information, and resources involved in moving a product or 

service from supplier to customer is called “supply chain”. 

If you’re interested in diving deeper into supply chain and other 

blockchain business use cases check out our Blockchain for Business 

accelerator. 

 

Components of a Hypothetical Supply Chain: 

BLOCKCHAIN IN SUPPLY CHAIN 

http://bit.ly/2zrUgaG
http://bit.ly/2zrUgaG
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To better understand the components of the supply chain, let’s look at 

a hypothetical example. The supply chain, in its essence, is an end-to-

end system that creates products and services and delivers them to the 

customer. An interesting thing to note here, the supply chain need not 

be unidirectional, it can move back as well. Eg. if a customer wants to 

return a product and issue a refund, they can do so. So, our 

hypothetical supply chain looks like this: 

The components of this supply chain are: 

 Natural Resources: Will you require a significant amount of 

natural resources like water for the creation of your product? If 

that’s the case, then you will need to make sure that someone is 

taking care of all these natural resources for you. 

 Materials: The production or procurement of materials such as 

steel or an alloy. 

 Ingredients and components: So, you have your raw materials 

and natural resources, now someone needs to create the bare 

necessities of your product. So, if you are building a smartphone, 

the ingredients and components of your phone will be the battery 

or the glass cover. 

 Finished Goods: Now you are going to bring all these components 

together to create your finished products. So, going by our 

smartphone example, you are going to bring together all the 
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components like battery, case, screen etc. to create your own 

smartphone. 

 Retail and E-commerce: The product has been made, now it 

needs to be shipped to shops and listed on e-commerce websites. 

 Customer: Finally, the customer gets their hand on your product 

either in the shop or online. 

 Returns, Reuse, and Recycling: Now, a good quality supply 

chain shouldn’t just go one way. You should have the option 

where, if a customer is not happy with the product, they can give it 

back and get a refund. When you get the back the product, you can 

either reuse it or break it down for recycling. 

Distribution and Fulfillment 

Before we understand this part, you need to understand the difference 

between an end customer/user and a customer in the context of the 

supply chain. The end user is the person for who you have built that 

product or service. In our example, this is the potential user of your 

smartphone. 

However, if you really think about it, throughout our supply chain we 

have several supplier-customer interactions.  

.                                                                    BY 

                                                                 KALIDASS R  III Year/IT 
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Blockchain tech has gone far beyond its beginnings in banking and 

cryptocurrency: In 2019, businesses are expected to spend $2.9B on 

the technology, up almost 90% from 2018, according to IDC. 

Industries from insurance to gaming to cannabis are starting to see 

blockchain applications. 

1. BANKING 

 

Banking is just the beginning. From a macro perspective, banks serve 

as the critical storehouses and transfer hubs of value. As a digitized, 

secure, and tamper-proof ledger, blockchain could serve the same 

function, injecting enhanced accuracy and information-sharing into 

the financial services ecosystem 

BLOCKCHAIN IN OTHER 

INDUSTREIES 
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2.MESSAGINGAPPS

 

Encrypted messaging app Telegram raised $1.7B from private 

investors before canceling the public sale of its planned $1.2B initial 

coin offering (ICO). Around a year later, the company launched the 

test client for its blockchain-based TON (Telegram Open Network). 

Telegraph’s TON Labs has also partnered with Wirecard, a European 

financial services entity, to build a digital banking platform. 

3. HEDGE FUNDS 

 

https://www.cbinsights.com/company/telegram
https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/03/telegrams-billion-dollar-ico-has-become-a-mess/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/05/03/telegrams-billion-dollar-ico-has-become-a-mess/
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Backed by names including First Round Capital and Union Square 

Ventures, Numerai is taking the hedge fund model — employing a 

bunch of traders and quants — and decentralizing it. Numerai sends 

its thousands of disparately located quants encrypted datasets and 

asks them to build predictive models  

 4. VOTING 

 

Elections require authentication of voters’ identity, secure record 

keeping to track votes, and trusted tallies to determine the winner. In 

the future, blockchain tools could serve as a foundational 

infrastructure for casting, tracking, and counting votes — potentially 

eliminating the need for recounts by taking voter fraud and foul play 

off the table. 

                                                                             BY 

                                                    SATHISHKUMAR V  III Year/IT 

https://www.cbinsights.com/company/numerai
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 Introduction: 

           The theme of this paper is the use of blockchain and 

distributed ledger technology for government services, and digital 

identity in relation to those. The scope for the state-of-the-art is 

global, but conclusions and recommendations focus on the 

significance and barriers in the European context. 

Blockchain-based government is a promising solution that enables 

the following: Secure storage of citizen and business data. 

Reduction of labor-intensive processes and excessive costs. Reduced 

opportunities for corruption and abuse. 

 

 

BLOCKCHAIN IN GOVERNMENT  
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Stakes: 

         “Blockchain’s benefits—of security, efficiency, and speed—are 

readily applicable to public sector organizations, and the technology’s 

potential helps explain why so many government leaders are actively 

exploring its uses in government. Indeed, blockchain experiments in 

the public sector are accelerating globally.” 

Themes: 

         The use cases, proposals and initiatives described in this paper 

can be grouped into four broad themes depending on the benefits 

brought by the use of blockchain in each case. These themes are trust, 

verifiability, transparency and efficiency. Several scenarios fall under 

multiple themes, and the themes themselves are to some degree 

interdependent. 

 Technologies: 

Technical details of the approaches being used by the various ongoing 

initiatives are sparse. Most of the information about government trials 

with blockchains is in the form of press releases or highlevel news 

stories without technical depth. It is possible to infer platform choices 

from technology partners, but generally very little else is published 

about implementation. 
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 Government services: 

                            Connecting to the themes discussed above, the use 

cases to which blockchain is being applied by governments fall into 

broad categories, of trust and verification of records, and improving 

transparency, with efficiency improvements as a motivation 

throughout. Of course, these categories are not independent, and often 

both goals apply to the same use case. 
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 Transparency:  

                          The append-only nature of an immutable ledger 

makes it useful for tracking processes as well as more static data. 

 In a public chain using open data, these attributes allow blockchain-

based systems to be used to improve the transparency of government 

activities and services. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                               BY 

                                                                     KANNAN P  III Year/IT 
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The fast-growing digital economy is a nightmare for governments 

looking to maximise tax revenues and minimise tax evasion!  A 

recent report “Tax Challenges in the Digital Economy” from the 

policy department of the European Parliament 

“Digital goods are highly mobile or intangible, physical presence of a 

company in the market country is often not needed in the digital 

sector, rendering it substantially different from traditional brick-and 

mortar businesses. New digital business models (subscription, access 

or advertisement models) and new technologies such as robotics or 

3D printing are not confined by national boundaries and can easily 

escape their tax liabilities by channelling their royalty payments 

towards a tax haven . .” 

 

The same report quantifies that tax revenue losses due to tax fraud, 

evasion and avoidance total some EUR 1000 billion, of which EUR 

150 billion is from tax evasion. 

 

Imagine a world where the ownership and location of digital assets 

are reliably captured at asset creation and updated throughout the 

BLOCKCHAIN IN 

GOVERNMENT(HYPERLEDGER INDY TAX 

PAYMENT) 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/579002/IPOL_STU(2016)579002_EN.pdf
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asset lifetime.  All members of the asset management chain – 

including the government taxation authorities – could share one 

agreed view of the complete asset location and ownership history.  By 

providing an agreed, tamper proof and complete record of the digital 

asset ownership history – as it transits the value chain – Hyperledger 

blockchain could deliver just that. 

 

The media acquisition company creates and populates the new asset 

registration template, which is loaded onto the Blockchain. The Smart 

Contract ensures that only an authorised acquisition organisation can 

do this; the template will include details of the owning organisation, 

location, duration and technology used in the acquisition process, 

and privacy services are used to lock the blockchain creation record 

to the actual digital media. 

 

When the acquisition organisation transfers the asset into Archive 

system prior to editing / publishing the asset location information on 

the blockchain is updated accordingly.  The smart contract permits 

the acquisition organisation to do this and the transaction occurs 

only if all relevant parties agree; a process referred to as consensus. 

 

The digital media is then retrieved from the archive and transferred to 

a publisher (possibly in a different country,  with a change of 

ownership) by invoking a transaction on the Blockchain on execution 

https://www.hyperledger.org/
https://www.hyperledger.org/
http://bit.ly/BlockSmartC
http://bit.ly/BlockSmartC
http://ibm.biz/BlockPriv
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of a (Smart) Contract of Sale.  The publisher has permission (again by 

Smart Contract) to add asset history / location information. This 

update is visible to all members of the chain with the right 

permission.    

 

 

. 

 

                                                                                                 BY 

                                           THANEESSHWARAN YG  III Year/IT 
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The records on a blockchain are secured through cryptography. 

Network participants have their own private keys that are assigned to 

the transactions they make and act as a personal digital signature. If a 

record is altered, the signature will become invalid and the peer 

network will know right away that something has happened. Early 

notification is crucial to preventin further damage. 

                Unfortunately for those ambitious hackers, blockchains are 

decentralized and distributed across peer-to-peer networks that are 

continually updated and kept in sync. Because they aren’t contained 

in a central location, blockchains don’t have a single point of failure 

and cannot be changed from a single computer. It would require 

massive amounts of computing power to access every instance (or at 

least a 51 percentmajority) of a certain blockchain and alter them all 

at the same time. There has been some debate about whether this 

means smaller blockchain networks could be vulnerable to attack, but 

a verdict hasn’t been reached. In any case, the bigger your network is, 

the more tamper-resistant your blockchain will be 

 

BLOCKCHAIN IN SECURITY  

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/bitcoin-unlimited-miners-may-be-preparing-51-attack-bitcoin/
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 Prevent anyone — even root users and administrators — from 

accessing sensitive information 

 Deny illicit attempts to change data or applications within the 

network. 

 Carefully guard encryption keys using the highest-grade 

security standards so they can never be misappropriated.            

             With these capabilities, your blockchain network will have 

the added protection it needs to prevent attacks from within and 

without. To learn more about the only fully integrated enterprise-

ready blockchain platform designed to accelerate the development, 

governance and operation of a multi-institution business network 

 

                                                                                                     BY 

GOKUL III Year/IT 
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From just another buzzword a few years back, to one of the most 
pursued technologies across the globe, Blockchain has come a 
long way. And it is here to stay. 

Improved data security, faster transactions and cost savings are 
some of the many reasons that make Blockchain so attractive. 

So what is Blockchain really about? 

Blockchain Simplified: 

• In the Blockchain ecosystem, a “block” refers to a “data 

container” of digital records (also known as “transactions”). 

These blocks are linked together in a chronological order to form 

a continuous chain, hence the term “Blockchain.” 

• Each block contains a timestamp and all the blocks are 

interlinked with each other using “hashes” generated by 

cryptographic algorithms. Any changes made to the information 

recorded in a particular block is not rewritten. Rather, it is stored 

in a new block which indicates that “A changed to B” at a 

specific date and time. 

BLOCKCHAIN IN SECURITY(FABRIC 

SIDE DB) 
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• A new block does not merely contain a list of new records but 

also contains the block’s timestamp and a unique digital 

(cryptographic) signature of the previous block. As old blocks are 

preserved forever and new blocks are added to the chain 

irreversibly, altering and manipulating the data in a particular 

block without detection becomes virtually impossible. 

• Since the blocks are distributed (and maintained) across 

multiple computers at the same time, Blockchain is also known as 

a “distributed ledger”. 

• The Current Blockchain Application Landscape: 

Blockchain – the underlying technology behind the world’s first 

cryptocurrency, the “Bitcoin”, has disrupted the IT landscape in a 

manner that was not witnessed since the advent of the Internet.  

1. Ethereum: 

Specializing in the execution of “Smart Contracts” (contracts that 

automatically execute when certain conditions are met from all 

the interested parties), Ethereum is a public Blockchain platform 

that allows Software Developers to build decentralized 

applications on it and use the platform’s cryptocurrency – the  
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2. Ripple: 

Specifically designed for cross-border financial transactions, 

Ripple uses a consensus process that allows for payments, 

exchanges and remittances in a distributed process through its 

cryptocurrency – the “XRP”, which is the world’s third largest 

cryptocurrency today. 

3. Hyperledger: 

Founded by the Linux Foundation in 2015, Hyperledger is a 

collaborative, open source hub for Software Developers to build 

diverse Blockchain frameworks and platforms to advance cross-

industry Blockchain technologies. 

Hyperledger Fabric is one of the most prominent Blockchain 

projects in the Hyperledger suite, which like other Blockchains, 

employs a distributed ledger, uses smart contracts and allows 

Blockchain participants to seamlessly manage their transactions.  

                                         BY 

SATHISHKUMAR V  III Year/IT 
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Now, with this idea, the entire architecture of Bitcoin-NG is 

something like this. So, in if you look into the standard bitcoin, so at 

every 10 minutes, you are electing a new leader, and the task of that 

new leader will be adds up this new blocks. And at every almost at 

every 10 minutes, you are electing a new leader that means, the miner 

who is able to solve the puzzle, and the miner will add up this new 

blocks in the system. Now, in case of Bitcoin-NG, we have two 

different type of blocks. One type of block, we call them as the key 

blocks. So, why the name is key block, I will discuss that within a 

couple of minutes. And there are subsequent blocks between two key 

blocks, which we call as the microblocks. Now, these key blocks are 

generated by the proof of work mechanism. 

 And the ideas is here is the that in every proof of work round, you 

generate one key block, and that key block will contain the public key 

of a the miner, who has been able to solve the challenge. That means, 

that miner has wound round for solving the proof of work challenge, 

and it will work like a leader in for some duration or for some amount 

of time. Now, that particular leader will be able to generate multiple 

such blocks, which we call as the microblocks. So, these microblocks 

RESEARCH ASPECTS 
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will contain the set of transactions inside. So, the now the 

microblocks contains the transactions. So, a leader can generate 

multiple such microblocks which will be encrypted to the public to 

the private key of this leader. So, the leader will encrypt all these 

microblocks with his or power private key, and others will have the 

corresponding public key, so that public key can be used to verify this 

microblocks that this microblocks has been in the generated by the 

leader that has been elected by the proof of work mechanism.  

 

So, the first block is the key blocks. So, these key blocks are used to 

choose a leader, which is similar to the bitcoin protocol. Now, a key 

block it contains this parameter similar to a standard block in case of 

a bitcoin like the difference to the previous block that has pointed, 

then the current Unix time just to have a timestamp, a coinbase 

transaction to pay the reward bitcoin . 

                                                                 BY 
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Blockchain architecture. So, we are discussing about the several 

research aspects in blockchain in terms of a protocol and consensus 

scalability. So, that today we will discuss a very interesting topic 

which is floating for the last 1 year in the community in the block 

chain community and it claims to have nice and scalable consensus 

architecture over block chain and accordingly proposes a new crypto 

currency. 

 

So, let us go through the journey of Algorand. So, this concept of 

Crypto currencies, it is started from Bitcoin. an Then we have seen 

series of different Crypto currencies starting from Bitcoin to 

Ethereum, then Ripple, then Zcash and the finally, this Algorand and 

RESEARCH ASPECTS(ALGORAND  CROSS 

FAULT TOLERANCE) 
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as this different kind of cryptocurrency progress they have kind of 

nice properties and people have thought of to improving different 

aspects like scalability, consensus finality and the security over the 

existing crypto currencies protocol and that way you have seen the 

evaluation of multiple crypto currencies which came into practice. 

 

So, let us look into the problems of Bitcoin which was there and the 

why or what is the basic motivation behind the design of a new crypto 

currency and then, we will go to the basic features of algorithm and 

discuss algorithm and architecture of Algorand in a higher level. So, I 

will not go to the very intrinsic details of for the cryptography 

protocols and mathematical proofs of Algorand. I will try to motivate 

you about the nice concepts and highlight the innovations which are 

there in the design of Algorand.  

                  

BY 

SRIRAM  S   III Year/IT 
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A blockchain is a constantly growing ledger which keeps a permanent 

record of all the transactions that have taken place in a secure, 

chronological, and immutable way. 

Let's breakdown the definition, 

o Ledger: It is a file that is constantly growing. 

o Permanent: It means once the transaction goes inside a 

blockchain, you can put up it permanently in the ledger. 

o Secure: Blockchain placed information in a secure way. It 

uses very advanced cryptography to make sure that the 

information is locked inside the blockchain. 

o Chronological: Chronological means every transaction 

happens after the previous one. 

o Immutable: It means as you build all the transaction onto the 

blockchain, this ledger can never be changed  

BLOCKCHAIN FOR SCIENCE(BULIDING 

BLOCKS OF ALGORITHM) 
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What is Big Data? 

Data which are very large in size is called Big Data. Normally we 

work on data of size MB(WordDoc ,Excel) or maximum GB(Movies, 

Codes) but data in Peta bytes i.e. 10^15 byte size is called Big Data. It 

is stated that almost 90% of today's data has been generated in the 

past 3 years. 
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Blockchain for Big Data:- 

Blockchain and Big Data are two technologies in full swing, but they 

are also two complementary technologies. Learn how the blockchain 

transforms storage and data analysis. 

In recent years, the blockchain is at the heart of computer 
technologies. It is a cryptographically secure distributed database 
technology for storing and transmitting information. Each record in 
the database is called a block and contains details such as the 
transaction date and a link to the previous block. 
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The main advantage of the blockchain is that it is decentralized. In 

fact, no one controls the data entered or their integrity. However, 

these checks are carried out continuously by the various computers on 

the network. These different machines hold the same information. In 

fact, corrupted data on one computer cannot enter the chain because it 

will not match the equivalent data held by the other machines. To put 

it simply, as long as the network exists, the information remains in the 

same state. 
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Building blocks of algorithm: 

Algorithm can be constructed from basic building blocks namely, 

sequence, selection and iteration. 

Statements: 

Statement is a single  action in a computer 

In a computer statements might include some of the following action 

 Input data-information givento the computer program 

 Process data-perform operation on a given input 

 Output data-processed result 
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State 

Transition from one process to another process under 

specified condition with  in a time is called state 

Control flow 

the process of executing the individual statement  ina given 

order is called control flow 

the control can be executed in three ways  

1.sequence 

2.selection 

3.iteration 

Sequence 

All the instruction are executed one after  another is called 

sequence execution. 

  

Example; 

Add two numbers; 

Step1:start 

Stept2:read a,b 

Step 3:calculate=a+b 

Step4:display c 

Step5:stop 

Selection 

A selection statement cases the program control to be 

transferred to apart of program based upon the condition. 

If the condition test is true,one part of the program will be 
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Ethereum is one of the hottest blockchain platforms. Today, it 

was founded by Vitalik Buterin and it was back in 2013 and he felts 

that the bitcoin scripting language was way to restrictive for smart 

contracts. So, it was primarily intended as a means for executing 

smart contracts in a decentralized fashion. So, that is how it started 

and in even today that is one of the biggest use cases, uses of 

Ethereum. 

The smart contracts are known as daps or decentralized 

application and they run on a Ethereum virtual machine. So, we 

will see some details of this, Ethereum itself is an overloaded term 

right. So, it refers to the public network is similar to bitcoin, there 

is a public Ethereum network that runs and there is a set of peers 

that run this network. It can also be a private permission version of 

Ethereum. 

So, it is possible to take the Ethereum codebase, run it as a 

private network or a permission network with just a few nodes. So, 

that is also possible and Ethereum is referred to it to that way also, 

not just a public network, it can also be a permission network and 

it is also the open in source software behind Ethereum is also 

referred to as Ethereum. So, it is really over overloaded in that see  

COMPARING ECOSYSTEM 
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So, just a very brief history of how Ethereum has evolved? 

So, the Ethereum white paper came out in late 2013 and the 

project itself was announced in 20 2014 then there was a yellow 

paper with more details that came out in mid 2014 and then the 

Ethereum foundation was established 
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Ethereum has over the last maybe 2 3 years, it is really developed 

in terms of the ecosystem itself, there are plenty of developer tools 

available. We just going talk about maybe a few of them, there are 

a lot more that are available, I will have a pointer towards the end 

of the lecture, in our front reading section on some of the large 

number of tools that have come up to help developers code on 

Ethereum. 

So, Truffle is really a development environment hence, become 

popular over a period of time it is built by consensus and it helps 

give you a scaffolding of project structure. So, you can have 

contracts, scripts, tests all as a project almost then, you can have it 

has support for built in smart contract compilation linking in 

deployment, you can manage the binaries for your smart contract, 

it gives you automatic test framework in Java script. It gives you a 

configurable built in test pipeline, it gives you a scriptable 

deployment framework and it also gives you the ability to manage 

your network deploy into many public and private networks. 

So, gives you a host of capabilities all around managing your 

smart contracts, your development at providing an environment 

for that giving you the build and test pipelines needed for you to 

deploy into different networks. And the deployment could go into 

COMPARING ECOSYSTEM(ETHEREUM) 
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for instance, you can deployment can connect to go Ethereum 

client, you just Geth, it is very popular vanilla Ethereum client or 

you could also connect to other Ethereum variants such as Quorum 

right. 
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What is Blockchain Architecture? 

 

 

All blockchain structures fall into three categories: 

 Public blockchain architecture 

A public blockchain architecture means that the data and access to the 

system is available to anyone who is willing to participate (e.g. 

Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin blockchain systems are public). 

 Private blockchain architecture 

BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE 
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As opposed to public blockchain architecture, the private system is 

controlled only by users from a specific organization or authorized 

users who have an invitation for participation. 

 Consortium blockchain architecture 

Blockchain Use Case:- 
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                 Your determination when you have nothing  

Your attitude when you have everything. 
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